VIRTUAL CLUB HUB

BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
OF THE SUNCOAST

E-LEARNING RESOURCE FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS
Fun Games & Activities

These activities are an excellent way to engage youth in classrooms or at home.

FAMOUS FOR TWO MINUTES
Let each child be famous for 2 minutes! Go all out and have kids pretend to be on the red carpet! All of the kids send questions to just that person who they want to answer (many Youtubers are doing this with their followers). Encourage random, funny questions! For younger kids, you’ll probably need to give ideas and suggestions to get them started. A few question examples: What movie have you starred in? (or What movie would you like to have starred in?) Do you like camping? Do you like raisins? Who are you wearing? Hot dog, sandwich...yes or no? Favorite game? etc.

EMOJI HUNT!
The leader types in 5 random emojis and the first person to type in the same emojis in the same order wins!

SCAVENGER HUNT
Fun for any age group. Set up some ground rules for safety: no running in their houses. Send kids on a hunt for random, common things in their house: milk, plate, toothbrush, blanket, etc. Have kids return the previous item before getting the new item. Time them!

I SPY!
Scroll through the people in the group and whoever is "it" says they Spy something that can be found in the room behind someone. After a few rounds, have everyone do a 180 if they can (if they’re on a desktop they can’t) so the background is different.

WOULD YOU RATHER
Would you rather be a...eat a...drink a...see a...fall in a...lift a...live in a...swim in a...have to go to...
HEADS UP
You will need the App or create your own on notecards. Example: multiplication, continents, types of animals, names of books. One person guesses the word for which others are providing hints.

BINGO
Email BINGO cards beforehand (there are lots of free ones online) and have kids make their own 5 x 5 cards at home and then have them fill in the blanks with letters, numbers, states, etc.

CHARADES
The leader uses the private chat feature and types what someone has to enact. Reverse Charades could be even more fun! Have one child put down his head, and show a word to everyone else so THEY have to act it out for kids to can guess it!

RHYME OR REASON?
Decide on order for speaking turns. The first person starts by saying a word. Each person thereafter must either rhyme that word or say a related word as quickly as they can. If the word is unrelated and doesn’t rhyme, they are "gonged" and someone else may jump in. Play continues from that correct person. (Example: mop, top, stop, sign, line, mine, yours, floors, doors, windows.)

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE
Everyone is familiar with this one! Each person thinks of 2 truths and a lie about himself or herself. Everyone else has to figure out the lie.

READY MY LIPS
Fun and very simple! Someone says something on mute and others have to guess what they’re saying. The leader can type the phrase in the chat.

MAKE A WORD
Choose a long word (beautiful) and everyone should make (write or type) as many words as possible in 30-60 seconds using letters from the initial word. Share out generated words and earn points for words no one else has.

ABC GAME
You say a word that starts with the letter A, then they repeat that word and say a word that starts with B, and so on. You can simplify by not repeating what the person before you said, and just go through the alphabet.

20 QUESTIONS
One child turns around (so screen is out of view). The leader types the game word in the chat for others to see. The turned-around child asks yes-no questions to determine the word.